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14 INDIVIDUALS RECOMMENDED
BY THE LEGAL 500 EMEA
The Legal 500’s Hall of Fame recognizes our Senior and
Managing Partner, Stavros Pavlou, as “one of the most
prominent litigators and arbitrators” and “one of the
rare persons in dispute resolution who, if by your side,
the outcome will be positive”. He is “definitely”
recommended for his very strategic approach to solving
all matters and for ensuring that the correct team is
assisting at all times. He is a leading individual in Tax, an
expert international tax advisor and trust practitioner,
while he is also highly recommended in Corporate,
Commercial and M&A, Banking and Finance and Real
Estate & Construction, and “appreciated for his sharp
mind, legal expertise and wit”.

Head of Litigation, Mr Chrysostomos Nicolaou is highly
recommended and of the best lawyers in the Dispute
Resolution area for being “a true legal expert, extremely
talented and with strong ethical values”, along with
Head of Banking Litigation Mrs Stella Louka Pavlou, who
is “very dedicated, very experienced and helpful”. Eleana
Christofi is regarded a Next Generation Partner in
Dispute Resolution.
www.pavlaw.com

Legal 500’s Leading Individuals list also includes Mrs Lia
Iordanou Theodoulou, who is “stand out partner, very
professional and timely” in the Banking & Finance area
and Corporate, Commercial and M&A, and Stella Strati
who is “a super talent, technically brilliant, highly
responsive and everything a client wants” in the
Corporate, Commercial and M&A area. Stella Strati is
also highly recommended as a Next Generation Partner
in Tax and Real Estate and Construction, and as a key
lawyer in Banking & Finance for being successful on the
most complex cross-border transactions. “Very detailed”
Partner Angeliki Epaminonda is a key practitioner in
Banking & Finance and Corporate, Commercial and
M&A, while Partners Katerina Philippidou and Theodoros
Symeonides are key legal experts in Dispute Resolution.
The Legal 500 also recommends Angelos Onisiforou,
Elena Georgiou, Stylianos Trillides, Andria Antoniou and
Yvoni Lambrianou as Key Lawyers.
Our firm’s “beyond standards and excellent legal
services” are therefore delivered by “enormously
experienced” heads of departments and a highly “gifted
and creative” team of legal consultants. Thank you to our
clients and associates for their extraordinary comments.
We keep our promise in providing top tier legal services
and “making our clients’ lives much easier”.
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